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Performance! Release 12.6300  

 
Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance! 12.6300, the 
Industry’s foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection, and Project Management software. 
The following are the details about the new product/features, enhancements done and 
bugs resolved in this release. 
 
New Products/Features/Enhancements 
 
1. Actuator Size and Spring Override Enhancement  
 
The actuator and spring override buttons have been added to Actuator Detail and 
Override dialog. These buttons have the identical functionality as the body and trim 
override buttons. 

 
2. Increased sizes of Performance! screens 
 
The default sizes of Performance! application screens have been increased from 
‘800X600’ resolution to ‘1200X800’.  
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3. Pressure Temperature Plot (PT Plot) 
 
You can view PT plot of packing for specified process conditions. This PT plot can be 
viewed in PT Plot Curve dialog that is displayed when you click PT-Plot button in 
Packing Dialog. In this dialog, the bonnet’s standard pressure-temperature range is 
specified by red lines whereas extended range is specified by blue lines. If there are 
more than one process conditions (pressure and temperature), then corresponding PT 
plots are shown in different colors.  

 
 NOTE: At this time only a limited number of Packing sets support this feature. 
 
4. Enhanced Custom Import Mapping functionality 
 
The Custom Import dialog has been enhanced to support pre-configured templates 
that are supplied by Flowserve. These are selected from Pre Loaded Template 
Customer and Project drop-down list boxes. 
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5. Enhancement done in Multi-Z 
 
• Enhanced actuator algorithms 
• Functional custom trim dialog 
• Support for VL and Flowact actuators 
• Increased pricing support 
 
6. Duball DL is now supported in Performance! 
 
NAF–Duball DL is a full bore ball valve which is equally suitable for isolation, on/off and 
modulating control applications. NAF-Duball DL is supplied as standard in stainless 
steel or carbon steel but is also available in several other materials. NAF-Duball is the 
4th generation of Duball family. It is one of the most proven designs in the industry. 
 
 
Bugs Fixed 
 
Issue # 12390, 12245, 12243, 12242, 12246, 12244, 12162, 12403, 11699, 6706, 
12250, 12073, 11572, 10748, 12377, 11862, 11995, 11877, 9044, 12177, 10470, 
12137, 10429, 12384, 12191, 12172, 11752, 2486 
 
The summary report of bugs is given below: 
 
0012390: A user reported that for Mark One valve, specification sheet was showing P/B 
V-Ring inspite of selection of P/B O-Ring in Sizing screen. Thus wrong selection of trim 
caused BOM errors. This issue has been resolved now and specification sheet shows 
correct trim.  
 
0012245: For Kammer SmallFlow 385000 series, updates to Cv tables, Fl, Xt, Xfz, 
SigmaMr and rangeability. Note that this will change sizing results compared to previous 
versions. 
  
0012242: A user requested for Override option to be enabled for Multi-Z. This issue has 
been resolved and trim override options are available for Multi-Z valve. 
 

0012246: A unit designation was needed for Min Ctrl option for Multi-Z valve. This 
option displays the minimum controllable Cv for Multi-Z. This issue has been resolved 
and unit ‘Cv’ has been placed for the same valve. 
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0012244: New sizing algorithms provided by Kammer engineering have been 
implemented in Performance!. These enhanced sizing algorithms are used in Multi-Z 
pressure balanced actuator designs. 
 
0012162: Engineering provided new Cv tables for Mark 200 to support reduced trims. 
Also several seat diameters were updated to reflect the latest data.   
 
0012403: Pressure temperature plot was needed to be displayed for packing material 
considering the type of bonnet (standard and extended) used. This plot will display 
pressure temperature violation, if any, for packing material with due consideration of 
bonnet selected. This plot will help users to select type of bonnet and packing material 
for a specific pressure and temperature range. This request has been taken care of by 
adding PT Plot Curve in Performance!. 
 
0011699: For Logix positioners, certification data such as dust group and ingress 
temperatures were not available for selection in New Project and Modify Project 
Information dialogs. This issue is resolved and now user can view all these certifications 
in same dialogs.   
 
0006706: After inclusion of TMCBV in Performance!, area of improvements were 
needed to be identified that could streamline the order management / manufacturing of 
same valve. These areas include pricing, dimensions, BOM and so on. This issue has 
been resolved and all improvements that have been identified have been updated. 
 
0012250: While importing a valve with a tag number that already exists in the records, 
Performance! was not allowing to create revision. In such cases, Performance! 
prompted only for creating a duplicate of record, or replace the record or skip import of 
record. Now, an option to create a revision has been created for such cases. Now, 
whenever, a valve with an already existing tag number is imported into Performance!, 
user can create the revision for the same. 
 
0012073: XFZ,and DLG values for TMCBV values have been updated as per latest data 
from engineering. Using this data helps to get better results in cavitation and noise 
predictions. 
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0011572: This issue was raised for enhancing custom import functionality of valves into 
Performance! application. This enhancement has been done and users have an 
enhanced Custom Import Mapping dialog which can be used to simplify custom imports. 
With this enhancement, the users can import valve records of their customized format 
into Performance! and size them as well. 
 
0010748: The user reported that for Maxflo 3 valve with sizes 10 inch and 12 inch, seat 
retainer material was shown incorrectly. This issue has been resolved now and 
Performance! shows correct seat retainer material for Maxflo 3 valve with sizes 10 inch 
and 12 inch. 
 
0011862: A user notified that BETA positioner model code for SmallFlow valve was 
generated incorrectly. This valve always uses short stroke, so model code for BETA 
positioner should have been ‘3’ but it was showing ‘1’ which is used for standard stroke. 
Due to this error, wrong positioner was being ordered. This issue has been resolved 
and model code has been corrected for same positioner.   
 
0011995: A user reported that Performance! was showing side mounted handwheel for 
VL-300C. The side mounted handwheel is applicable only upto 200 size. This issue has 
been resolved now. 
 
0011877: A user noted that Performance! was not showing packing violation for 
high/low temperature for Linear valves with standard bonnets. When user selected Mark 
One and entered the minimum and maximum design temperatures as - 46 and 400 
degree Celsius respectively, there was no packing violation message upon sizing this 
valve. The issue has been resolved and packing violations appear when maximum and 
minimum design temperature limits are violated. 
 
0012191: Whenever an override was done on actuator, it was refleced in main Sizing 
window but same was not reflected on Actuator Detail and Override dialog. This issue 
has been fixed and now any override done on actuator is reflected in Actuator Detail 
and Override dialog. The override is indicated by the magenta color border around 
Actuator Override: On button. However, if user wants to revert to original selection, just 
click Actuator Override button: On button.  
 
0012172: A user informed about wrong sigma calculation for TMCBV. The user 
observed that when Sigma_V becomes 0, value of Xfz which is equal to 1/Sigma_V, 
return the garbage value. The issue has been resolved and the Xfz value has been 
corrected.  
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0011752: A user reported that while changing the Actuator model (For Ex: VL to VL-C), 
Flow direction (Flow Over/Flow Under) was not getting refreshed. As a result, user has 
to click Flow Under/Flow Over option twice and then calculate again to get appropriate 
actuator otherwise volume tank and actuator size would not show up in Performance!. 
This refreshing issue has been fixed and now whenever actuator model is changed, 
flow direction is refreshed as well.  
 
0002486: The default size of Performance! has been increased to 1200X800. Currently, 
Performance! functions at 800X600. With new size, additional information has been 
added to screens and default font size has also been increased. It also enables reading 
of the Performance! dialogs in LCD screen which are becoming standard displays these 
days.  
 
 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
Mohan Babu 
 
Director, Engineering - Special Applications 
Mbabu@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


